Rinri Newsletter: Volume 1, Number 1
Electric Moon, Fourth Year of Prophecy

The first two Moons of the Rinri Project have been completed. We have unified ourselves and accepted
the challenge of beginning this magnificent Project. The practice is subtle and at first appears complex.
But everything about the practice is logically consistent. This means that our spiritual and mental
discipline must elevate to accommodate the new. Essentially we are patterning our sensory nervous
system according to a synchronized complex of information. Visualization and mental concentration are
the most important qualities to develop. As with any discipline, only adherence to the daily practice
yields results.
> > > > > > > > NEWS FLASH! < << < < < < <
The Warrior's cube of the Electric Moon begins a new Galactic Spin, this correspondence will not happen
again until the year 2012! That is sixteen years from now, the number of days in the Warrior's Cube.
This is the time to commit totally to the power of the new time.
Daily Practice Review: Electric Moon 1, Kin 255, Blue Galactic Eagle
1. Lay out the Telektonon Board. Complete your Telektonon exercise, contemplate the
synchronometry and the chronometry for the day.
2. From the layout determine what is the Earth Family of the daily kin (polar).
3. Determine the Overtone Chromatic in which the daily kin is located (White WizardMirror).
4. Use Human and Planet Holon charts. Locate and identify the body center and planet zone
of the Earth Family for the day (crown, North Pole).
5. Visualize its color (blue) and send (North team) or receive (South team)a blue magnet to
or from crown center/North Pole.
6. Since it is the first day of the Moon, a Tower Day in the Telektonon, locate the GAP psi
chrono unit (Kin 43, 4 Night).
7. Visualize its position in the Loom of Maya psi bank plate, Northern and Southern grids
simultaneously.
8. Visualize this psi bank plate straddling the planet from North to South Pole.
Make note of the correspondences. Between the daily kin and the psi chrono unit you are dealing with
bi-leveled correspondences, i.e. planet and human holons and psi bank. Note today's GAP psi chrono
unit is also this year's Day-Out-of-Time, the Heart or Ring oracle for the Seven Generations Oracle for
the first half of this year.
Color the psi bank: As you proceed Moon through Moon, color the corresponding psi chrono units of
your psi bank chart. Use the color of the kin or color a whole sixteen-psi chrono unit run which ever
way it pleases you. Don't forget to color Northern and Southern template units simultaneously. The
point is to not get lost and to visualize the psi bank matrix in full clarity straddling the planet.
Rinri Project Booklet Complete: The final form of the Rinri Project Booklet with full detailed
illustrations is now ready and will be sent to the PAN-PCC nodes within the next few weeks.
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Greetings to Rinri Project Telepaths of Planet Earth!

Days 14-20: Cube positions 8-14, (Days 14-20) represent the opportunity to create the Heptagonon of
Mind. During these days as you lay out the seven prophecy cards in the Heptagonon of Mind
arrangement, do a daily comparison study of the "Primal Cubic Parton" diagram. Feel the sequence of
the creation of the radial plasmas. The radial plasma is increased through natural joyfulness. Don't
worry, be happy! Especially study and understand how this year completes a matrix in which the three
axial units of the Cubic Parton Axis remain to be completed (1997-2000). Do you understand how this
diagram depicts a bipolar cube?
Earth Ascending, has just been republished with a "1996 Update" by Bear & Co.
This is a primary source text for the Rinri Project. This book contains all the
blueprints you will need for making the biosphere-noosphere transition.
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Vinal tip: Don't forget to follow the solar meditation of the vinal, 20-day cycle that is coded by the
annual solar tribe, this year, Storm. This means every 20 days, it is a Storm day. These vinal days
correspond to the 19 positions of the Green Ring of the Galactic Compass. The solar meditation cycle is
found on pages 48-49 of the Telektonon instruction manual. The fourth vinal day occurs on Electric 5,
Kin 259, 12 Storm, "Based on Knowledge." Since each vinal cycle is divided into four five-day parts
corresponding to the Overtone Chromatics, the vinal meditation is processed through a blue, a yellow, a
red, and a white Overtone Chromatic before its completion.

